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It is shown algebraically that from one set of rotational constants or moments of inertia of a complex
formed by an asymmetric top molecule and a rare gas atom, eight generally different structures result
which are compatible with the moments of inertia.

Introduction
In the last years many complexes containing a
molecule and a rare gas atom like argon have been investigated [1,2]. Especially molecular beam Fourier
transform microwave (MB F T M W ) spectroscopy has
contributed a great deal to this field. Many publications showed that there exists an ambiguity in the
determined structure [3]. In a number of cases this
ambiguity could be reduced by using isotopomer
complexes [4], ab initio calculations [3,5], or arguments based on the nuclear quadrupole structure [5]
or dipole m o m e n t [3]. In this paper we intend to show
algebraically that for a complex of a rare gas atom
attached to an asymmetric top molecule, eight generally different solutions result for the structure as
determined from the one set of rotational constants or
moments of inertia obtained from the spectrum.

In general, the ( x \ y', z'; C M ) axis system is not a
principal axis system of the complex. The position of
a mass ml is described by
fi =fcM + r't

cyclic in x, y, z.

Xi = xCM + x\

(1 a-c)

For the atoms of the asymmetric top molecule we
have, from the definition of the ( x , y, z\ cm) system,
= 0,

mlrl

(2)

i

and for the molecular complex, from the definition of
the (x', y', z'; C M ) system,
Y,mlr'l

+ Mr'M = 0,

(3)

i

Theoretical considerations
Part of the considerations follow those given for the
/•«.-structure [6, 7] explained in detail in [8]. We place
a principal axis system ( x , y, z\ cm) in the center of
mass (cm) of the asymmetric top base molecule and a
second axis system ( x y ' , z ' \ CM) with the origin at
the center of mass (CM) of the complex and with its
axes parallel to the first system, as shown in Figure 1.

where ml is the mass of the zth atom in the molecule
and M the mass of the rare gas atom. The moments of
inertia of the base molecule in the (x, y, z, cm) system
are
+zb

Ixx = ^

(4 a-c)

The products of inertia are
Ixy = - y ^ mlxlyl
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cyclic in x,y,z.

i

= 0

cyclic in x , y, 2. (5 a-c)

i

The moments and products of inertia of the molecule
in the ( x \ y', z'\ C M ) system may be expressed using
(1) and (2) as
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Fig. 1. Principal axis system (x, y, z; cm) of the asymmetric top base molecule and an axis system ( x \ y', z ; CM)
originating in the center of mass (CM) of the complex. The axes x and x', y and y \ z and z1 are parallel. r M = r CM + r ^ is
colinear with r CM and r ^ .
= Yjml(y[2

+ z[2)
cyclic in x, y, 2, (6 a-c)

= Ixx + m(ylM

+ ^CM)

= -mxcmVcm

and using (5)
i iy'i

i

=

cyclic in x, y, z.

=

R

-mxcuycM

£

(8)

m,

has been used. (6) and (7) give a formulation of Steiners law [9].
Next, the elements of the inertial tensor of the complex in the ( x y ' , z'\ C M ) system are given by
2
I?x>=Ix>x'+M(y'M2 _
+ z'M )
_ j
, 2
2 x
i (Q
\
- ixx + rn(yCM
cyclic in z , y, 2, (y a-c;
CM)
:M ++ 22cm)

+ M(^

2

~ Mx'My'u

(7 a-c)

In (6) and (7) the total mass m of the molecule
m

cyclic in x, y, z
(10 a-c)

with the position of the rare gas atom in the (x',
z'\ C M ) system

m x

Ix'y' = - XI

Ac) _ AC) _ r
x y — y x — J-x'y' - Mx'My'M

+ 42)

M

-

y',

(11)

( X M> 2/MI

The inertial tensor of the complex with the elements
given in (6) and (7) is not necessarily expressed in its
principal axis system. To calculate the principal moments of inertia of the complex, the secular equation
/ (c , } , -

D =

7c)

/ x'z
¥

/ (cx >,
y
/«y'y', - I
I<c
yz ,

Ac)
x'z'

j(c)

= 0
y'z'
I z'}z', - /

(12)

has to be solved.
The solutions of (12) for 7 provide the three princ
^P a l moments of inertia of the complex. We do not
^ ^ (J2) expHdtly but w g prove that aposition of the
rare gas atom given by £CM+£M> Vcm+Vm'

=
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xm,Vm, zm can be changed to ± X M ,
with
an arbitrary choice of the signs. This results in eight
different sign combinations, one for each octant of the
(x, y, z; cm) system, without changing (12). Consequently the three I are invariant under the mentioned
choices of sign. In detail (12) may be rewritten as

where the coordinates x , y, z always occur pairwise
within two of the three brackets,
sign

= - ( s i g n x C M s i g n yCM)
• (sign ycMsign 2CM)

(18)

• (sign 2 C Msign XCM)D = - I3 + I\I%
f . *)
\ x x + y y + I zzx
rlz He) r(c) + 1Ac) 1He)
j-(c) r(c)
1
Vx'x'-Ly'y'
y< y' z' z' ^ 1 z'z'1 x'x'
Ac) Ac) _ Ac) Ac) _ r(c)
Ac) v
1
x'y' y'x'
y'z' z'y'
z'x'1x'z'>
, 1T0( AC) 1 Ac)1 AC) 1 AC)1 AC)1 AC)
^
"x'x' y'y' z'z'
x'y' y'z' z'x'
Ac) _ 1Ac) 1 r(c) 1 Ac)
L 1Ac) 1 Ac)
x'z' z'y'1y'x'
x'x' y'z' z'y'
Ac) 1 Ac)1 Ac)

_ 1Ac) 1 Ac)

1

)

Ac) s

z' z' x' y'1 y' x' ''

y'y' z'x' x'z'

Before considering (13), it may be stated that the
center of mass of the complex C M is always between
cm and M as shown in Fig. 1, which means that a
change of sign from
XM = xcm

+ ^M

- X M = - £ C M - ^M

T0

(14 a-c)
cyclic in x, y, z.

always induces a simultaneous change of sign of x C M
and x ^
sign x M = sign XCM = sign X ^
cyclic in x,y,

(15 a-c)

z.

It is immediatly obvious from (9) that all terms
g = x',y', z\ are invariant under the described
changes of sign. The remaining terms like
I^,
and I % I ( y ) 2 ' I % are considered separately. According to (10) we have
Ix'y'Iy'x'

= (MXCM^CM +

M x ' ^ f .

(16)

Under the change of sign given in (14), the typical
term I { ^ y .Iy) x > is invariant. With (10) the triple products are
tx'y'ty'z'^'x'

= -(mXCMyCM

+

Mx'My^)

• (mycMZcM + ^ V M z M ) (17)
• (mzCMXcM

+Mzmx'm),

Equation (18) is obviously invariant with respect to a
change of sign of XCM> Vcm, and/or 2CM • The remaining terms behave in the same way. Then (12) and (13)
are invariant with respect to the choice of any one
of the eight possible positions of the rare gas atom
M. Each of them yields the same set of moments of
inertia, which represents the only experimental information available.
That means that from one set of rotational constants
of the complex (plus the set of rotational constants of
the base molecule alone) the position of the rare gas
atom in the complex cannot be uniquely determined.
When the base molecule itself has certain symmetries, some of the eight possibilities are essentially
equivalent. For example, it does not matter whether
the rare gas atom is attached behind or before a symmetry plane of the base molecule. If the rare gas atom
is attached on a principal plane of the molecule, the
ambiguity reduces to four possibilities, since one coordinate vanishes,
= 0, g = x, y, or 2. The furaneargon complex is an example [ 1 0 - 1 2 ] . For an attachment on a principal axis of the molecule, two
possibilities remain.
In many cases [10], a complex has been considered to be the result of the substitution of a mass
of zero attached to the base molecule (the "parent"
molecule) by the mass M of the rare gas atom (resulting in the "isotopomer"). The r s - m e t h o d applied to
this scheme also yields eight possible positions of the
"substituted" atom, since only the magnitudes |XM|,
|2/M|> I zm I are determinable. However, this does not
obviate the proof presented in this paper because the
r 0 -method used here (determination of the structure
from inertial moments) and the r s - m e t h o d (essentially
the determination of the structure from differences of
inertial moments) are not strictly equivalent.
The ambiguity encountered is correlated with the
D2h symmetry of the inertial ellipsoid with three different axes. The D2h group consists of eight operations. The deeper reason of the discussed ambiguity
is the fact that the replacement of the molecular mass
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point system by its inertial ellipsoid reduces the available information.
Conclusion
Whenever we determine the structure of a complex m a d e of a molecule and a rare gas atom, we
should carefully check if all structural models have
been considered that are compatible with the determined principal moments of inertia of the complex.
The ambiguity could possibly be reduced by using
additional features of the spectrum.
The consideration may be extended also to bimolecular complexes. Additional coordinates have to
be considered here.
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